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Modelling Uranyl Chemistry in Liquid
Geometries and thermodynamic corrections. Geometries of all complexes were fully optimized at the B3LYP-D3(bj)/SDD/6-311+G(d,p) level, i.e. employing the B3LYP [1] functional including the latest version of the Grimme's "-D3" dispersion correction, [2] in conjunction with the SDD basis on U, denoting the small-core Stuttgart-Dresden relativistic effective core potential (ECP) together with its valence basis set, [3] and the standard 6-311+G(d,p) [4] basis for all other elements. Harmonic frequencies were computed analytically and were used without scaling to obtain enthalpic and entropic corrections at T = 298.15 K and P = 1 atm. The corresponding correction terms δE G were estimated at the same SDD/6-311+G(d,p) level and have been obtained as the difference of the reaction energy of a given step (ΔE) and the corresponding free energy (ΔG):
The initial structures of the complexes were constructed by hand and were derived from our previous study. [5] Refined energies for the calculation of ΔE gas and δE BSSE . Refined energies were obtained from single-point calculations (on the B3LYP-D3(bj)/SDD/6-311+G(d,p) geometries) using the same SDD ECP on U and the larger cc-pVTZ [6] basis sets on all elements.
The following functionals have been tested: ωB97, [7] ωB97X, [7] PBE0-D3(bj), [2, 8] PBE0, B3LYP-D3(bj), B3LYP, [1] B3PW91, [1a, 9] B3PW91-D3(bj), BLYP, [1b, 10] BLYP-D3(bj), BP86, [10] [11] BP86-D3(bj), B97-D3(bj), [2, 12] M05-2X, [13] M06, [14] M06-2X [14] and M06-L. [15] Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for Chemical Communications.
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Refined reaction energies computed with these functionals are gathered in Table S1 .
The basis set superposition error (BSSE) have been calculated using the counterpoise method. [16] For eq. 2 and 3, the NH 3 ligand involved in the dissociation/association reaction is defined as the first fragment and the rest of the complex is the second fragment. Similarly, for eq. 4, the two dissociated NH 3 ligands are defined as the first fragment and the rest of the complex is the second fragment in compounds 3', 4' and 5'. In complex 3, 4 and 5, the two halides constitute the first fragment and the second fragment is the rest of the complex. The BSSE energy corrections (noted δE BSSE ) are gathered in Tables 3 and S2-S3. Because BSSE is nearly identical at the MP2 and CCSD(T) levels (see Table S3 ), δE BSSE have been computed at the former level to correct our two reference calculations. Also, BSSE is not critically dependant to the employed DFT method, so that BSSE corrections computed with the PBE0 functional have been applied at all DFT/SDD/cc-pVTZ levels.
Correcting term for solvation effects (δE solv ). The δE solv energy correction is defined as the difference between the reaction energy in the continuum (ΔE CSM ) and in the gas phase (ΔE gas ):
δE solv = ΔE CSM -ΔE gas (eq. 6) Unless otherwise specified, ΔE gas and ΔE CSM have been computed from single points at the B3LYP/SDD/6-311+G** level on the gas phase optimized geometries (B3LYP-D3(bj)/SDD/6-311+G**). Other combinations of functionals and basis sets have been investigated (see Table 2 ). We also investigated the effect of the geometry, by considering CSM-optimized geometries to compute ΔE CSM (IEFPCM/UA0 model, vide infra) and gas phase optimized geometries to compute ΔE gas . These calculations have all been performed using the BLYP functional (see Table 2 ).
The IEFPCM, [17] CPCM, [18] IPCM [19] and SMD [20] models, from Gaussian09, [21] have been investigated. The COSMO [22] model, as implemented in the Turbomole package, [23] has also been considered. The "UFF" cavity model uses radii from the UFF [24] force field and hydrogens have individual spheres (explicit hydrogens). UA0 and UAKS uses the United Atom Topological Model (hydrogens are enclosed in the sphere of the heavy atom to which they are bonded), applied on atomic radii of the UFF force field for heavy atoms (UA0), or The standard isodensity value of 0.001 a.u. has been employed in IPCM calculations.
The dielectric constant was 16.6 to describe liquid ammonia throughout.
The following element radii were used in all COSMO calculations: U 2.22 Å, O 1.72 Å, N 1.83 Å, and H 1.30 Å. The default value of rsolv (1.3000 Å) has been used. All COSMO calculations included the outlying charge correction. [25] These calculations were performed with the Turbomole package (version 6.4). [23] As for the SMD model, the following input parameters has been used:
HbondAcidity=0.14 α HbondBasicity=0.62
2 ) has been obtained from n D 20 = 1.3327 at 20°C. [26] α = 0.14 and β = 0.62 were taken from Reference [27] , consistently to the parameterisation of several alkylamines from the SMD database. [20] Surface tension of liquid ammonia is 23.38 dynes/cm at 11.10°C and 18.05 dynes/cm at 34.05°C. [28] Linear interpolation provides a surface tension of 20.15 dynes/cm at 25°C. After applying the conversion factor (1 dyn/cm = 1.43932 cal.mol -1 .A -2 ), a surface tension value of 29.00 is obtained.
Results of the benchmarking of these implicit solvation models are given in Tables 2 and S4 .
Final reaction free energies in solution. The final ΔG liq values are calculated as a sum of all energy correction terms, added to the raw gas phase reaction energies (ΔE gas ):
II. Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD) calculations.
CPMD [29] simulations were performed using the exact same parameters as those employed in reference [5] . Namely, the BLYP, [1b, 10] functional has been employed, alongside normconserving pseudopotentials that had been generated according to the Troullier and Martins procedure [30] and transformed into the Kleinman-Bylander form. [31] Kohn-Sham orbitals were expanded in plane waves at the Γ-point up to a kinetic energy cutoff of 80 Ry. A fictitious electronic mass of 600 a.u. and a time step of 0.121 fs have been employed. All hydrogen atoms have been replaced by Deuterium. The simulated system (in explicit ammonia) consists on one complex 1 and 37 NH 3 molecules, in a (periodic) cubic box with box size of 13.22 Å.
The simulations was restarted from the previously equilibrated system described in reference [5] . For CPMD calculations in vacuum, the simulated systems consisted on a single complex in a (periodic) cubic box of cell length 13.22 Å. "CP-opt" denotes geometry optimizations at the Car-Parrinello level, using the exact same parameters as in CPMD simulations in vacuum.
Structures were optimized until the maximum gradient was less than 5.10 -4 a.u.
These simulations were performed with the CPMD program.
[29b]
Pointwise integration (PTI) calculations in solution.
Constrained CPMD simulations were performed along a predefined reaction coordinate ξ (the difference between two U-N distances, see Scheme S1), starting from the respective mean values for the five-coordinate minumum in solution (as obtained from the unconstrained simulation from reference [5] ). Changes in the Helmholtz free energies were evaluated by pointwise thermodynamic integration [32] of the mean constraint force 〈f〉 along this coordinate via:
At each point, the system was propagated until 〈f(ξ)〉 was sufficiently converged (usually within 2-2.5 ps after 0.5 ps of equilibration. Each new point was continued from the final, equilibrated configuration of the previous one, using 2000 steps of continuous slow growth to increase the constrained distances. PTI calculations in the gas phase.
Simulation times were 2-3 ps after 0.5 ps of equilibration for the gas phase. The largest standard deviation for the running average of <f(ζ)> over the final picosecond of any point was 7.9 x 10 -4 a.u in the gas phase multiplied by the total integration width 2.6 Å in the gas phase, this corresponds to an estimated numerical uncertainty of ca. 2.4 kcal mol -1 for the derived energy values. Each subsequent point was started from the final, equilibrated configuration of the previous one.
The values for ζ (the constrained differences of U-N distances, in Å) and <f(ζ)> (the mean force, in a.u.), for eq.3 in the gas phase are: When Δr approaches zero, unconstrained ammine ligands tend to drift off. Where this has occurred a further constraint has been implemented, such that the difference between two additional bond lengths has been held constant (see Scheme S2). Notably, this was implemented between Δr = 0 and -0.4 Å. As a pre-defined reaction coordinate has been used, only the upper limit to the barrier can be obtained. shown in red. The additional constraint is given as the difference Δr = r 3 -r 4 shown in blue.
III Thermochemistry correction: comparison between "static" DFT calculations (G09)
and (gas-phase) CPMD simulations.
The values of the thermochemistry correcting term (namely δE G ), estimated from static DFT calculations, can be compared to CPMD results in the gas phase by calculating the difference between reaction free energies computed from PTI technique (ΔA(gas,CPMD)) and the reaction energies, obtained from gas-phase optimization at the CP-opt level (namely, DE(gas,CP-opt), see section I and II below for details).
However, because CPMD simulations are based on classic equations of motion for the nuclei, the zero-point energy (ZPE) is not accounted for in CPMD results. The thermochemistry correction δE' G without ZPE can be computed as follows:
δE' G (CPMD) = (ΔA(gas,CPMD)) -ΔE(gas,CP-opt) (eq. 7)
The latter can be computed at the static B3LYP-D3(bj)/SDD/6-311+G** level:
where ΔZPE stands for the correction for zero point energies. Note that the latter is small, namely -0.9 and +0.8 kcal/mol for eq. 2 and 3, respectively (see Table S5 ).
Interestingly, static calculations allow for a good estimate of the thermochemistry corrections, as they provide δE' G values in good agreement with CPMD results for eq.
3 (within 0.2 kcal/mol), whereas a larger deviation is found for eq. 2 (within 2.7 see Table S5 ). 11.4 6.9 a.The same SDD/cc-pVTZ basis set has been employed throughout. cc-pVTZ 2.9 1.9 -1.0 a The counterpoise method has been employed using two fragments: the first fragment is the dissociated NH 3 ligand, and the second is the rest of the complex. cc-pVTZ 1.8 3.1 1.3 a The counterpoise method has been employed using two fragments: the first fragment is the associated NH 3 ligand, and the second is the rest of the complex. 
